
*사용법

1. ebs 원문을 공부한다. (본인만의 방법으로)

2. 여기에 있는 문장들을 읽어본다.

3. 의미가 확 들어오는건 다 넘기고, 애매하거나 아예 안되는 것들은 출처를 찾아가 문맥과
함께 읽어본다.

4. 이 때 의미가 들어오면 넘기고, 그래도 안되면 여러 방법을 통해 의미를 알아낸다.

5. 그렇게 안된 문장들만 체크해두고, 수시로 읽어준다.



1. The usual principle is that records made on materials provided by an 
employer or in the employer's time belong to that employer. - 인터넷수능1 1-6

2. Just for a few seconds all the memories of her passageway adventures, 
which had ended so suddenly all those month ago, returned and as she had 
done every morning, she wondered whether... just maybe... - 인터넷수능1 6-1

3. When his body finally stopped spinning, his arm pointed away from the 
dancers on stage and out at the spectators directly at Dan Tres. 
- 인터넷수능1 6-6

4. In this context, the body may be better off giving in to the reality that the 
worm is present and learning to tolerate it. - 인터넷수능1 8-3

5. The old woman servant asked Apelles who she should tell her master had 
called on him in his absence. - 인터넷수능1 9-3

6. One would expect that using "you" and "me" in ASL would be as foolproof 
as knowing how to point, which all babies, deaf or hearing, do before their 
first birthday. - 인터넷수능1 11-4

7. Of course there are also certain circumstances people find themselves in - 
stuck in an oppressive workplace, an oppressive relationship, or an oppressive 
country for that matter - that make the possibility of finding happiness 
extremely difficult. - 인터넷수능1 13-2

8. It is important for an organization to be comfortable coming to a leader 
with small problems, secure in the knowledge that they will be greeted with a 
problem-solving mind-set. - 인터넷수능1 15-2

9. As amazing as these victories were, they came as no surprise to those who 
had followed Eric Heiden through the years. - 인터넷수능1 17-5,6



10. It was not until they realized what they were doing that they could begin 
to think about what was best. - 인터넷수능1 18-4~6

11. If you look at the history of corporate crises - be they financial, product 
related or even crises of public confidence - you will find that all of these 
situations had a beginning, the particular event that precipitated the crisis; a 
middle phase in which a crisis management plan was implemented; and finally, 
an end, the phase in which business is getting back to normal. 
- 인터넷수능1 19-2                                    * precipitate : 촉발하다

12. He made a habit of dumping all his problems on his coach but only one 
time had the coach opened up and revealed any of his problems.
- 인터넷수능1 19-12                                 * dumping : 내던지다             

                   

13. As companies steer more customers to self-service channels such as the 
Web and IVRs to take care of the simple transactions that were once some of 
the telephone customer service agent's most basic functions, the perception 
among customers is that anything but live phone help is cheaper for 
companies. - 인터넷수능1 20-18

14. It was known that Bauer "wasn't as forceful in pushing clients as people 
felt that she needed to be, in those key moments where clients needed to hear 
a harsh message, or clients had been pushing an agenda in the wrong 
direction" - 인터넷수능2 2-7

15. Nevertheless, it has never been observed that any brute beast arrived at 
such perfection that it could use true speech, that is, that it indicated by words 
or signs something that can be attributed to thought alone, and not to a natural 
impulse. - 인터넷수능2 2-8



16. One of the techniques for getting behind the conscious veil people like to 
keep in front of themselves, particularly where you suspect that they are 
putting on a show for your benefit, is to switch the focus of the conversation 
from them to "other people." - 인터넷수능2 3-6

17. Indeed, Generation Yers sculpt, craft and storyboard their lives in social 
networks to present campaigns of themselves. - 인터넷수능2 6-4

18. Music has been called a language, though whether it actually is or not has 
been the subject of sometimes heated philosophical debate. - 인터넷수능2 6-5

19. If you are going to start thinking about questions, it is helpful to 
understand what a fundamental shift it was for humans to learn how to ask 
each other. - 인터넷수능2 7-1

20. Now wanting to waste time as he waited for the winds to subside, the 
captain, Dimirios Kondos, had his chief diver, Elias Standiatis, descend in the 
hope of harvesting additional sponges. - 인터넷수능2 9-2

21. "The close-cropped lawn," he wrote in The theory of the Leisure Class, "is 
beautiful in the eyes of a people whose inherited bent it is to readily find 
pleasure in contemplating a well-preserved pasture or grazing land." 
- 인터넷수능2 12-4

22. It wasn't until our soldiers returned from World War Ⅱ that childhood, as 
we now know it, begin. - 인터넷수능2 13-1

23. But speeding up can actually slow us down, as anyone who has ever 
accelerated out of the house only to realize that their keys, wallet, organize, 
and baby son are sitting on the kitchen table knows only too well.
- 인터넷수능2 15-1


